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ILTIS VideoMode  

Records, Trend recording etc. are already good tools to document process. With their help you can ana-

lyze the process With the ILTIS Option VIDEOMode ILTIS-PCS offers you a much more comfortable 

and effective tool. ILTIS-PCS records all process values and allows you to replay the production even 

better than a video sequence, while the production will not be interrupted and will continue. 

ILTIS VideoMode supports you not only during commissioning and analysis, it also secures and in-

creases the production quality. 

 

ILTIS VideoMode records and saves the process 

data. Recorded process sequences will be dis-

played in the viewer even better than a video. With 

selectable speed and fine-tuning manually you can 

follow and analyze the complete process in detail. 

During the video display the viewer can be operat-

ed like change to other displays as by normal oper-

ation. 

Data Acquisition - Record 

With the help of a comfortable Editor, you can de-

fine process data by a filter function. 

 

During production the selected process values will 

be recorded and stored in an SQL Data base. An 

SQL Data base will be supplied with the software 

license. Nevertheless you can use your own SQL 

data base as well. 

Playback 

The stored process sequence can any time shown 

without interrupting the active process. In order to 

activate the playback the IPG-Viewer will be 

changed to VideoMode. 

During playback you can change the displays, trend 

views and records as needed. They will show the 

data as they were recorded during production. 

Therefore it is possible to check any step during the 

process in different displays. By this it is easy to 

analyze exactly the process sequence. 

 

With the Video handling you can in the selected 

time frame either operate in a free selectable slow 

motion till fast motion mode or you can trigger 

manually with an adjustment wheel to the whished 

position. 

Requirements/Preconditions 

 ILTIS-PCS Basic System 

 ILTIS-WPF Surface 

 ILTIS MS SQL Data Base or external SQL Data 

Base (Microsoft® SQL Server® 2014 Express, will 

be supplied with the ILTIS License) 

 Extension ILTIS Option VideoMode 

Typical Application 

 Commissioning, Calibration of partial systems 

up to complete production lines 

 Quality- and fault analysis 

 Documentation / retro tractability of process se-

quences and batches. 

 

 Fast and precise Commissioning of plant units up 

to complete plants 

 Easy fault analysis and adjustment 

 Fault documentation possibility even without batch 

 Quality-assurance and -enhancement 
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